We compute the static properties of baryons in a variant of SU(3) Skyrme model proposed previously, where we can assume F~ its empirical value without contradiction to the baryon mass-spectrum. The predicted static observables, including gA, are mostly consistent with experiment. The effect of the higher order terms in the time derivative of the rotational variables is reasonably small, which is necessary for the model to be an effective low-energy version of QeD. § 1. Introduction
The Skyrme modell),2) offers an important test of validity for the large-Nc expansion of QCD. Adkins and others 3 ), 4) were successful in applying the model to its minimal version of SU (2) . In fact their results agree with the experiment at an average level of 30%, except for F" and gAo The SU(3) extension of the model was formulated by Witten 2 ) and Guadanini. 5 ) Numerical studies have been done on the mass spectrum by Praszalowics 6) and on the static properties of baryons by Chemtob.
)
The results*) were discouraging because the analyses give worse values for F" and gA than in the SU (2) case. Further the detailed inspection shows that the contribution of the higher order terms in the time derivative of the rotational variables, CHTD, is not at all small in those cases mentioned above, which makes the large-Nc expansion doubtful.
In the previous paper,S) referred to as I, the present author proposed a way to get rid of the difficulties. Two important ingredients there were; 1) to make use of the fact that there is a certain ambiguity in defining Hamiltonian in the SU(3)-model which is effective only after quantization, and 2) to take into account the effect of flavor symmetry-breaking into the classical soliton mode. The first item makes F" free to assume its empirical value without contradiction to the observed baryon mass-spectrum. Both items cooperate to make /-L, a parameter to control the soliton solution, small in fitting the mass spectrum.
The purpose of this paper is to calculate the static observables of the octet and decuplet baryons in the modeLS) It involves partly the corrected version of the calculation given in Ref. 7) . Most of the predicted values are consistent with experiment at the 30% level. There are some definite improvements compared with the SU(2) case.
It is also stressed that CHTD.is less than 30% of the leading term for every observable calculated here. The success is due to the combined effect of large F" and small /-L values, which is characteristic to the present model.
In § 2 we review briefly the way to construct our Hamiltonian given in I. The 
where the q;'s, the rotational variables, constitute a set of parameters for SU (3) .
Then the Lagrangian can be written in terms of qi and q i as (4) where the dots denote the terms independent of q. where use is made of the fact that
Introducing
we have
-
where Here liik are the structure constants of SU (3) . Equation (7b) becomes (11) which should be considered as a constraint on the physical states. Further we introduce operators Li by L=D}Jl(q)Rj , which are related to the Me right-invariant form and satisfy the relations, 
+ ~F"R8+ 2; ~:: Mm(I-D~~l(A)), (14) where Li are identified as the flavor SU(3) generators, while -Rm are the spin-SU (2) The electro-magnetic current is to be Vp. EM = Vp.
C16b)
The current in terms of qi and qi can be obtained by putting U=A(t)o"A(t)+ in (15) and manipulating it to be a function of A + A. A straight but a bit tedious calculation gives the expressions (17) ~ (29), for various static observables associated with the current. For the pion-baryon coupling constants, however, we prefer to define them through the asymptotic form of the soliton solution.
Charge densities and charge radii
The charge densities pa and the radii squared r/,a, a=l "-8, are and where and with 
H= jdx(1-C)S(2xP-S).
gA is, then, given by where < ) N denotes the matrix element between nucleon-states. 
Magnetic moments and magnetic charge radii
The magnetic moments and the magnetic charge radii of the baryons can be given via the quantities, 
Asymptotic behavior of F(x) and 7r-B coupling constants
The pion-baryon coupling constant can be defined using the asymptotic form of the soliton solution.
3 )
The pion field 7r a (r), a=l, 2, 3, far away from the center of soliton is given by 
The same field defines
In concluding the section we make a few comments. i) The 2nd terms in (22), (26) and (27) are the contributions from WZ-current and they are expected to be O(l/Nc ) relative to the corresponding leading terms. ii) In (26) and (27) we have neglected the terms of the order of (A + A)2 or (q y, since these should be O(l/N/) to the leading terms. iii) No enhancement factor of 3/2 is required in (25), since the meson mass is non-vanishing in the present case. An investigation shows that E in (24) as a function of f1. is not continuous at f1.=0 and in fact E C hiral=E(f1.=0)=(2/3 )limp~oE(f1.) is observed by numerical study (see Fig. 2 ). As a result, gA has a smooth chirallimit. iv) The formula obtained so far are formally irrespective to the ambiguity in the Hamiltonian and hence' some of the corresponding formula given in Ref. ),7),9) have given the wave functions for the baryonic states in the 5U(3) Skyrme model, we add a bit only to clarify our choice of representation adopted here.
It is known that the wave function lJf(q), which is an eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian (14) without the last term, is an n-dimensional irreducible representation
DIJ)(A(q)) of the 5U(3) matrix A(q). Its right or left "rotated" state lJfR(q) or lJfL(q)
by an angle e = {eJ is defined by (32a) 
For n=8 (34) becomes in the Cartesian basis. 
with 1=-ix X [7, which hold between a wave function 1[f(x) and its specially rotated version 1[fn(X) by an angle fJ. which is normalized so that =1 ~8) bases are shown in Fig. 1 , where (0,1,0)=(3) and (0,0,0)=(8) are assumed. In the figure a factor is also shown, which is required when a transition is made from a state to one of its neighbors by operating an appropriate ] ± *) on the state. The choice of the relative sign between the states is designed so that we can facilitate the table of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients IO ) being consistent with (12). The hadronic basis is prepared by noticing that L are the flavor 5U(3) generators while -Rm, m=l, 2, 3, is the spin 5U(2) generators. For an n-plet baryon with fl= (Y, 1, 13) and v=(l, 5, -5z), the wave function in the hadronic basis we choose is
with a standard notation for the CG coefficients. Here r distinguishes the independ-
ent irreducible representations occurring in the reduction (n)X(nI)-+(n2). § 5. Calculation of static observables
The matrix elements of various operators appearing in § 3 can be calculated using appropriate formulas given in the previous section.
It is easy to show that *) For the decuplet, we assign a factor with negative sign for any transition between states with y(R) or y(I.) different by one.
<M a> -7
<Na> _ 1 
with (43) where LlM=M(lO}-M(S}=231 MeV is the mean decuplet-octet baryon mass-difference.
The moments for 8-baryons are requested to satisfy the relations 7 ) which can be seen from (26) and (41). ii) Electric and magnetic charge radii, Table 1 . All the integrals as functions of f-L, which are necessary for numerical study, are shown in Fig. 2 . Most of the numerical results in the three cases mentioned above are tabula- Table I , where the SU(2) prediction 4 ) is also shown for comparison. In the Table we observe that Case 3 is much superior to Cases 1 and 2 especially in the predictions on the magnetic and/or electric charge radii and on g"NN and g"N£l. In Case 3, there are also definite improvements in d.n, rk.p, rk.n and gA compared to the SU(2) case. It is also stressed that CHTD is reasonably smaller than the leading contribution in Case 3, on the other hand it is unacceptably large in Cases 1 and 2.*) Only minor difficulties in Case 3 are; i) the predicted value of f1.p (and hence lf1.nl) is about 35% less than the experiment, ii) f1.l:-predicted is only half of the real value in magnitude, though the moments of other octet-baryons agree with experiment at the level of :S 25% (see Table II ).
In conclusion we are able to present a modified version of the SU(3) Skyrme model where various static properties of baryons can be predicted in reasonable agreement with experiment. There are no trouble with respect to gA and F". The effect of the higher order terms in the time derivative of rotational variables is also reasonably small, which is crucial for the model to be an effective version of QCD at low energies. 
